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Abstract. We propose multi-language synchronization, a novel approach
to the problem of migrating code from a legacy language (such as C) to
a new language. We maintain two parallel versions of every source file,
one in the legacy language, and one in the new language. Both of these
files are fully editable, and the two files are kept automatically in sync
so that they have the same semantic meaning and, where possible, have
the same comments and layout.
We propose non-deterministic language translation as a means to implement multi-language synchronization. If a file is modified in language A,
we produce a new version in language B by translating the file into a
non-deterministic description of many ways that it could be encoded in
language B and then choosing the version that is closest to the old file
in language B.
To demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, we have implemented a
translator that can synchronize files written in a straw-man language,
Jekyll, with files written in C. Jekyll is a high level functional programming language that has many of the features found in modern programming languages.

1

Introduction

The programming language community has produced many programming languages that improve on legacy languages such as C in useful ways. They have
produced languages that are easier to use, easier to understand, safer, more
portable, more reusable, etc. But, despite all these advantages, a large proportion of important software projects continue to use legacy languages.
Why is this? Prior work suggests that one of the principle reasons why programmers continue to use legacy languages is that they have built up such a
strong ecosystem around them that the switching costs associated with moving
to a new language are prohibitive [28,17]. In particular:
–
–
–
–
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Fig. 1. JT keeps the Jekyll and C versions of a file synchronized
– Developers are wary of trusting a language that might not be maintained in
10 years time
– For existing projects, developers are unwilling to port large code bases to
new languages, both because of the effort involved and the risk of introducing
new bugs
Historically, new languages that have achieved success have overcome these
issues using a combination of three techniques:
– Attack a niche in which no other language has built up a strong ecosystem
(e.g., Perl [29] for text processing or SQL [5] for database queries).
– Build up a new ecosystem from scratch (e.g., Java [15] and C# [4], using the
muscle of large global companies, or Ada [25] under government mandate).
– Exploit the ecosystem of an existing language by having some degree of
compatibility with that language (e.g., C++ [27] and Objective C [23], which
are supersets of C).
In this paper, we propose a novel way for a new language to exploit the
ecosystem of legacy languages such as C. Our approach is to maintain two parallel versions of each source file, one in the legacy language and one in the
new language. Both of these files are human readable, un-annotated, and fully
editable. A synchronizer program propagates updates between the two files, ensuring that they remain semantically equivalent, and, as much as possible, have
the same comments and layout (Figure 1). We call this technique multi-language
synchronization.
The hope is that, by providing an editable version of a file in the legacy
language, it becomes easier for a project to adopt a new language, since greater
use can be made of the ecosystem of the legacy language. In particular:
– Programmers who do not know the new language can edit the legacy file
– Legacy language tools can be applied to the legacy version of the file
– Tools that generate code in the legacy language can be used with projects
in the new language
– If the new language ceases to be developed, one can continue development
using the legacy version of the file
– Legacy programs can begin to transition to a new language, without having
to commit to abandoning the legacy language

– When legacy programmers and new-language programmers work on the same
program, edits made by one group can be seen as minimal edits by the other
group — preserving language-specific structure and layout
While the task of translating between two languages without losing languagespecific information might seem daunting, we show that it can be done using
non-deterministic language translation. To translate a file from language A to
language B, we produce a description of many encodings of the file in language B,
and then select the version that is closest to the old file in language B (Figure 2).
To demonstrate the feasibility of multi-language synchronization, we have
implemented a translator, JT, which can synchronize files written in C with
files written in a new language, called Jekyll. The design of Jekyll is not a
goal in itself; rather it is intended to show that multi-language translation is
possible between two fairly different languages: Jekyll is a modern functional
programming language which has many of the features present in languages
such as Haskell [24], ML [21], and Cyclone [16], including generic types, lambda
expressions, pattern matching, algebraic datatypes, and type classes. Jekyll also
has all of the features of C, although potentially unsafe features such as pointer
arithmetic require use of a explicit unsafe keyword in order to avoid a warning
(in common with C# [4]). A more complete description of Jekyll can be found
in a companion tech report [8]; JT is available on SourceForge at: http://
sourceforge.net/projects/jekyllc.
The main contributions of this paper are the concept of multi-language synchronization, presented in more detail in Section 2, and the algorithms and
techniques that make multi-language synchronization possible (Section 3). In
Section 4 we present a preliminary evaluation of multi-language synchronization
based on our experiences with JT. This evaluation shows that multi-language
synchronization does work in practice, at least on a small scale. In the future,
we hope to conduct a full evaluation based on a realistic successor to C used on
a large-scale software project, as part of the Ivy project [1]. We discuss related
work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2

Multi-Language Synchronization

We start by outlining the basic model for, and usability requirements on, multilanguage synchronization (Section 2.1), followed by a discussion of the requirements on the languages being translated (Section 2.2), For concreteness, in this
section and the rest of the paper, we discuss multi-language synchronization in
terms of C, Jekyll and JT. However, except when referring to language-specific
features, our comments apply to multi-language synchronization in general.
2.1

Model and Usability Requirements

Our basic model for multi-language synchronization, shown earlier in Figure 1, is
that at all times each source file S exists in C (SC ) and Jekyll forms (SJ ). After

a programmer edits the C file XC , the system regenerates (“synchronizes”) the
corresponding Jekyll file XJ , based on the new contents of the C file and the
old contents of the Jekyll file; edits to Jekyll files are handled in an analogous
fashion. This regeneration is expected to happen frequently (e.g., after every
successful build or before every commit to a source-code control system).
It is of course also possible to translate a C file to Jekyll without any previous
Jekyll version (e.g., when importing an existing project). However, the presence
of a previous version allows for a better translation preserving the use of Jekyllspecific features not explicitly present in the C version of the source code, as
discussed in Section 3 and shown in the examples of Section 4.
Multi-language synchronization is an inexact science. A C file generated from
a Jekyll file is typically not as readable as a C file written by a C programmer,
and there are limits on the degree to which a C programmer can edit C code
that represents a higher-level Jekyll feature before JT is unable to produce a
good corresponding update to the Jekyll file.
The goal however is not to be perfect, but to be good enough to be useful. In
particular, the translation should be good enough that a C programmer unfamiliar with Jekyll would find it easier to edit the C file than to edit the Jekyll file,
and a developer would find it easier to use an existing C tool on the C file than
to work without that tool using the Jekyll file. More generally, the translation
has the following goals:
– Semantics are preserved: C code translated into Jekyll has unchanged
behaviour, and vice-versa.
– Edits are translated naturally: The result of making a change to a C
file and then translating it to Jekyll is close to the results of translating
the original C file to Jekyll and logically performing the same change, and
vice-versa.
– C programmers can understand C code produced by JT: Generated C code is readable, fully commented, and does not contain additional
annotations.
– JT can understand code produced by C programmers: JT is sufficiently tolerant of edits to C code encoding Jekyll features that it can
produce reasonable Jekyll updates for a large proportion of C updates.
– No special infrastructure needed: JT works from the text files containing the C and Jekyll source code. It does not require, for example, that all
code modifications be performed by a special editor. We do however use, as
outlined above, the previous version of the target of the translation.
Note that some of these goals may be in conflict: for instance, as we discuss in
more detail in Section 3.3, the desire to produce a translation from C which preserves the use of some Jekyll feature — in support of the natural edit translation
goal — may lead JT to change the semantics during translation. Such behaviour
is acceptable in a translator as long as it always warns the programmer in an
appropriate way, and only does it in well-justified cases (e.g., JT believes the
code it was translating was buggy).

2.2

Language Requirements

We do not believe that multi-language synchronization between arbitrary pairs
of languages is practical. We do believe the following properties of Jekyll and C
(especially the first two) are what makes JT practical, and suggest that these
should serve as guidelines in the design of other multi-language translation systems:
– All C features can be translated reasonably easily into Jekyll. In
particular, Jekyll supports all unsafe features of C (although their use is
discouraged, and warnings are produced unless the unsafe keyword is used).
– All Jekyll features can be translated into reasonably readable C. In
particular, Jekyll does not support lazy evaluation or tail recursion elimination, and several features (e.g., the implementation of closures) are designed
with a C encoding in mind.
– Jekyll uses the same data-layout as C. This is particularly important
in a language such as C where low-level features allow data layout to be
exposed.

3

Non-Deterministic Language Translation

One approach to maintaining two consistent versions of the same file in different
languages would be to apply the actions performed on one file (e.g., rename this
function, insert this code) to the other, in a fashion similar to database view
updates [14,6]. However, this approach is not practical as editors do not record
such information, and programmers do not edit files purely in terms of structural
operations.
Instead, our approach to implementing multi-language synchronization is
non-deterministic language translation. A modified C file can be encoded into
Jekyll in many different ways. Rather than picking one of these encodings, JT
translates a C file into a non-deterministic description of many of the ways that
the file might be encoded as Jekyll. JT then resolves this non-determinism by
attempting to choose the Jekyll file that is the closest textual match to the previous Jekyll version of the file (Figure 2). Similarly, there are many different ways
that a Jekyll file might be translated to C. JT attempts to choose the decoding
that most closely resembles the previous C file.
This non-deterministic approach allows JT to translate Jekyll code into completely unannotated C. It is not necessary to add information to C files since JT
attempts to deduce this information from the previous Jekyll version of the file
(Section 3) and preserve that encoding.
Similarly, the non-deterministic approach also allows JT to be reasonably
tolerant of edits to C code while still ensuring that translation is lossless. JT
allows a Jekyll feature to be encoded into C in many different ways, increasing
the chances that when a C programmer edits such C code JT will still recognize
it as the encoding of a Jekyll feature.
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Fig. 2. The structure of the JT translation system

Perhaps most crucially, the non-deterministic approach allows the implementation to be simple and elegant. The translator need merely describe the various
ways in which C and Jekyll can be encoded into each other, and the details of
how to choose the correct encoding are left to a generic matching algorithm.
There is no need for special-purpose code to recognize particular kinds of updates or preserve particular kinds of information, and new encodings and new
language features can be added very easily.
Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the translation system used by JT. In
the following sections, we will discuss this translation process in more detail.
3.1

Non-Deterministic Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs)

When an AST is translated from one language into another, some of the nodes in
the target syntax tree may be special “?” nodes that represent a non-deterministic
choice of encoding/decoding. The “?” node takes three arguments, which have
the following meanings:
– The decision variable, v, is a logical decision variable that can be either
true or false.
– The choices, at and af are the different nodes that the non-deterministic
node can resolve to. If v is true then the node resolves to at , otherwise it
resolves to af . Although only two choices are specified, one can encode an
arbitrarily long list of choices by using several nested “?” constructors.
These choices will often have substantial similarities. To avoid exponential
blow-up in the size of our AST, we allow different choices to share sub-nodes.
Decision variables allow one to specify dependencies between the choices
made in different parts of the tree. This is useful since a single encoding/decoding
decision may have effects in a number of places throughout the file. For example
a C function that is never called directly and has its address taken once could be
decoded either as a Jekyll function or as a lambda expression. Since a decision
needs to be made, a decision variable is allocated. This variable will be true if
the function is a lambda expression and false if the C function is just a Jekyll

function. This decision variable is then used to parameterize each point in the
AST at which this decision would cause the Jekyll program to be different,
including the function definition and the function use.
The af choice is the default choice, and is the choice that the select closest
stage (Figure 2) will pick if neither of the two options is a close match to the
previous file. The default choice is always the most conservative choice. For
example, when decoding C as Jekyll, the default is to produce Jekyll code that
is identical to the original C code. Amongst other things, the default case will
typically be used when new code is added to a file, or no current version exists
in the other language.
3.2

Encoding Arbitrary Elements

Sometimes, when translating C to Jekyll, it is necessary to encode something
like “an arbitrary type” or “an arbitrary name”. For example, when translating
a C type to a Jekyll type, we allow the Jekyll type to have arbitrary additional
type parameters that were not present in the C type.
Given the data type given in Section 3.1 it is not obvious how one encodes
something like “an arbitrary type” or “an arbitrary expression”. If we were to
encode all possible types or expressions using “?” nodes then we would have
to build an infinite tree, significantly complicating the design of the translation
system.
To avoid this problem, the core translation system mines the previous version
of the file for instances of particular syntax elements. If the translate stage wants
to encode “an arbitrary type” then rather than describing all types possible in
the language, it lists all the types present in the previous version1 .
At first it might seem that this technique would artificially restrict the choice
of types and prevent the select closest stage from selecting the encoding that
most closely matches the previous version. However, it turns out that this is not
the case. Since the select closest stage aims to minimize the distance from the
previous version, it will always choose types that appear in the previous version
in preference to types that do not. Thus there is no need to list types that do
not appear in the previous version, and no need for JT to support infinite ASTs.
3.3

Checking Correctness

Sometimes a C programmer will edit C code implementing a Jekyll feature such
that it is no longer a valid implementation of that Jekyll feature. For example JT
requires that if a C function is implementing a Jekyll lambda expression then the
first argument of that function must be the lambda expression’s environment.
If a C programmer changes the argument order then the function will no longer
be a correctly encoded lambda expression. While we could just translate the C
1

The actual implementation is a little cleverer than this, leaving some of the list
expansion until match time.

code to equivalent low-level Jekyll code, ignoring the Jekyll feature, it is likely
that this result is not what the programmer intended.
To deal with such cases, Jekyll will attempt to decode any code as a Jekyll
feature if it looks like the code intended to encode a Jekyll feature, even if
the code does not encode that feature correctly. Once JT has translated a C
file to a Jekyll file, it checks that the Jekyll file can be translated back to the
original C file. If it cannot then the programmer is warned that the result of the
transformation may be incorrect, and is encouraged to look at the differences
between their file and the correctly encoded C file.
3.4

Non-Deterministic Token Sequences

Rather than resolving non-determinism directly at the AST level, we instead
translate the AST into a non-deterministic token sequence and resolve the nondeterminism at the token level. While this approach might seem to be throwing
information away, our experience so far is that this method copes better with
real code edits, which do not always follow AST nesting structure2 .
This non-determistic token sequence preserves all of the non-determinism
that was present in the non-deterministic AST, but reduces the abstraction
level down to a sequence of strings. Non-deterministic token sequences can be
described as follows:
t ← v ? tf : tt
non-deterministic choice
| t0 • t1 | “s” | ∅ sequence, literal, empty
The pretty print stage produces a non-deterministic token sequence by applying a pretty printing function to each node in the non-deterministic AST. A
“?” node in the AST is translated into a “?” node in the token sequence with
the same decision var and with choices that are produced by pretty printing the
choices from the AST node. All other nodes in the AST are pretty printed by
sequencing literal tokens together with token sequences from subtrees. As with
ASTs, non-deterministic token sequences use sharing to avoid blow-up.
3.5

Distance between Two Files

The select closest stage resolves a non-deterministic token sequence t into a
deterministic token sequence t0 . In so doing it attempts to minimize the distance
between t0 and the previous tokens. (Figure 2).
The distance metric we have chosen is the number of distinct spans needed
to construct the target file from the previous file, where a span is defined to be
either a single token, or a consecutive sequence of tokens from the previous file.
For example, the distance from “int x = 3; int j” to “int j = 3; int z”
is 3, since the new string can be constructed from the following three spans: (i)
2

It may be worth experimenting more with tree-based matching.

“int j”, (ii) “= 3; int”, (iii) “z”. We believe this metric fits a programmers
intuitive model of what it means for files to be similar.
Note that this metric is not the same as the edit distance. Edit distance only
considers insertion, deletion, and substitution of a single character; it does not
consider copyings and reorderings of large blocks of text. If the order of two
functions was swapped, then the edit distance would be twice the number of
characters in the smaller of the two functions, while the number of spans would
be 2.
3.6

Optimal Translation is NP-Hard

Ideally, we would like the select closest stage to guarantee that it resolves a nondeterministic token sequence to the token sequence that is closest to the previous
token sequence — we refer to this problem as optimal matching. Unfortunately,
optimal matching turns out to be NP-hard. This result is not surprising, given
a similar result is known for synchronizing database views [2].
We can demonstrate that optimal matching is NP-hard by showing that it
takes only a polynomial number of steps to translate any problem in 3-SAT
(known to be NP-hard) into an optimal-matching problem. The encoding [[A]] of
a 3-SAT expression A as a non-deterministic token sequence is quite simple:
[[v]] = v ? “true” : “false”
[[A ∧ A0 ]] = [[A]] • [[A0 ]]

[[¬v]] = v ? “false” : “true”
[[A ∨ A0 ]] = x ? [[A]] : [[A0 ]]
where x is fresh

The previous file is an infinite sequence of “true” tokens. Provided the 3-SAT
formula A has more than one disjunction3 , the formula is satisfiable if and only
if the optimal matching of [[A]] has distance of 1 (a single span of “true” tokens).
Fortunately, like many NP-hard problems, we have found that it is possible to produce an approximate algorithm. Our current algorithm is a simple
greedy search that walks sequentially through the token sequence, choosing variable assignments such as to maximize the length of the longest matching span4 .
While the worst case performance of this algorithm is still exponential, we have
found that this algorithm runs in reasonable time and produces good results
on reasonable-size source files (Section 4). This is partly an artifact of the kind
of non-determistic ASTs produced by JT, in which the choices at a “?” node
tend to be quite different, and partly a result of the structure of C and Jekyll
programs, which tend to have fairly little textual self-similarity.
3.7

Synchronizing Comments and Whitespace

It is important that any comments present in one view of a file be also present in
the other file. Similarly it is important that synchronization not make gratuitous
changes to the whitespace of a file.
3
4

Since a single “false” token would also have distance 1.
The algorithm is omitted due to lack of space. See our tech report [8] for details.

JT divides whitespace into common and private whitespace. Common whitespace is considered to be part of the program representation and is carried across
during translation. The other whitespace is considered private and is inferred
non-deterministically to match the previous version of the target file.
The rules for distinguishing common and private whitespace are languagespecific. The intention is that common whitespace be used in places where comments are typically placed, and private whitespace be used in cases where there
is no obvious corresponding location in the other language, or where the correct
whitespace is likely to be language-specific. A warning is generated if comments
are found in private whitespace.

4

Evaluating JT

In this section, we present a preliminary evaluation of JT. We start by showing
JT’s behaviour on simple snippets of code encoding non-C features (Section 4.1),
then evaluate its use on edits of source files from the GNU C Compiler [26]
(Section 4.2). We conclude with a discussion of the limitations of our prototype
(Section 4.3).
4.1

Feature Translation

We show here how JT handles the translation between two higher-level Jekyll
features not found in C: generic types and closures. The output code is a very
slightly cleaned-up version of the results of the JT tool, and is similar to real
examples we encountered when modifying GCC (Section 4.2).
Jekyll has generic types similar to those found in ML [21], Haskell [24], and
Cyclone [16]. Type variables are written as %a, rather than the more conventional
’a, to allow Jekyll files to be easily processed using the standard C preprocessor.
When generic types are translated into C, all generic type information is thrown
away. When translating back to Jekyll this information is reconstructed from
the previous file (Section 3.2). For example:
Jekyll
C
struct<%a> Node{
struct Node{
%a *element;
void *element;
List<%a> tail;
List tail;
};
};
%a* get_element(Node<%a>* x){
void* get_element(Node* x){
return x->element;
return x->element;
}
}
Jekyll supports closures and lambda expressions, as found in functional programming languages such as ML. Closures are written with syntax similar to
Smalltalk [13], with arguments separated from their body by a colon. A lambda
expression is translated into a function with an environment argument5 .
5

Free variables are passed by reference since they may be modified. In this case JT
could have passed z by value since ff dbl does not modify it.

Jekyll
int dbl(int z){
return twice(0,
{x: ret x+z;});
}

C
struct fe_dbl{
int *z;
};
int ff_dbl(struct fe_dbl *_env, int x){
return x+*(_env->z);
}
int dbl(int z){
struct fe_dbl ft = {&z};
return twice(3,(void*)&ff_dbl,&ft);
}
By default, Jekyll uses ff, fe and ft prefixes for lambda functions, closure
environment types, and closure values, however the programmer is free to change
these names to whatever they prefer, since JT allows arbitrary names to be used
(Section 3.2).
4.2

Edit Translation

To demonstrate the behavior of edits, we took the hashtab.c, hashtab.h, and
ssa.c files from the SPEC2006 version of GCC (3,070 lines total), and performed
a sequence of edits on them. For each edit, we note the language the edit was
made in (L), what the edit was and the effect it had in the other language, and
the number of lines that changed in C and Jekyll, as measured by diff 6 (DC and
DJ respectively). All file versions are available in the Jekyll source distribution.
L Description
DC DJ
C Remove the use of macros that Jekyll does not understand.
55
C Convert to Jekyll – Jekyll is a near-superset of C, so only change is 0 2
#including ”hashtab.jkh” in place of "hashtab.h"
J Make the hashtable generic and make the visitor callback a closure — 18 40
leaves the C file largely unchanged. Most differences due to callback
arguments changing order, GCC source using PTR in place of void*,
Jekyll code replacing a typedef with a literal generic type
J Update ssa.c to use lambda expressions. Generated C file is correct. 376 358
C Rename generated lambda functions. Jekyll unchanged.
22 0
C Rename functions, reorder functions, and insert and delete code – all 42 43
mapping into correct Jekyll updates
C Reorder arguments to the closure type – No longer recognized as a 2 2
closure. Reverts back to being a basic function
No invocation of JT took more than 2.5 seconds on a Pentium 4 desktop.
4.3

Where it works, and where it doesn’t work

JT has two significant limitations. First, it does not support the C preprocessor
very well. Currently, Jekyll uses an ad-hoc series of annotations that tell JT how
6
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to treat particular macros (e.g., treat like a function of this type, or ignore). We
believe that the results of the Macroscope project [18] could be used to design a
better approach.
Secondly, as we saw in the last edit in Section 4.2, JT does not cope well
with some kinds of edits. In particular:
– Breaking encoding rules: Some encodings of Jekyll features into C have rules
that must be followed. For example closures must take their environment as
their first argument and features that expand to several statements require
that those statements not be re-ordered. If C edits break these rules then the
translation will either revert to the raw C, or generate non-equivalent Jekyll
code (Section 3.3). In some cases these rules could be relaxed (e.g., reordering
non-side-effecting statements), but in other cases they are necessary in order
to allow meaningful translation.
– Moving Between files: JT only looks at the current file. If code is moved
between files then the translation will revert to the defaults.
– Large updates: If an update has caused many separate changes to a file then
JT will find it harder to find the correct decoding, since the new version will
correlate less well with the old version. Synchronizing often is a good idea.
However our limited personal experience is that many kinds of update work
well. In particular, any C update that does not affect code implementing a Jekyll
feature is highly likely to work correctly, since the translate stage will find few
things that look like Jekyll features and the select-closest phase will be unlikely
to find close matches to Jekyll features. Similarly, we have found that simple
transformations such as renaming variables, reordering definitions, and adding
and deleting code work reliably.
Ideally, a synchronizer would be used with an interactive tool that allowed the
user to pick the correct translation in cases where the correct result is unclear.

5

Related Work

Much previous work has looked at connections between different languages: bidirectional translation between different data formats, languages that are designed
to extend C, languages that are translatable to C, and tools that preserve program formatting while editing. As far as we are aware, no previous work has
performed bi-directional synchronization between programming languages.
5.1

Bidirectional Translation

The concept of bidirectional translation between different data formats has appeared in many different fields.
The Harmony project [9] uses a set of tree-based combinators [10] to transform data structures between different data representations, with the aim of
allowing easy synchronization of data between different programs and devices.

Like JT, Harmony uses information from the previous file during translation.
Unlike JT, Harmony does all matching on local subtrees, based on the names of
nodes on the tree, rather than doing a global analysis based on textual comparisons. While this approach works well for the data-synchronization domain that
Harmony is designed for, it is not clear whether this approach would perform
well in the domain of programming language translation, where transformations
are complex and edits can move expressions to arbitrary positions in a program.
Meertens [20] applies the concept of bi-directional translation to the world
of user interfaces. The idea here is that a user interface provides a view onto
some underlying data, and constraints are established that ensure that the user
interface remains an accurate representation of the data, even when the data
or the user interface is manipulated. This approach is constraint based, and it
is not clear whether it could be applied to something as complex as translating
between programming languages.
In the database community, there has been a lot of work on “the view update
problem”, in which one tries to translate an update to a view into an appropriate
update to the underlying database [14,6]. As with JT, a view update is able to
see the previous version of a database when applying an update to it, and will try
to minimize the extent of the change made. Unlike JT, a view update operation
has the privilege of being able to see the exact update commands used, rather
than simply being presented with a changed file and trying to work out what
was intended.
Martin Fowler proposes the idea of a Language Workbench [11], which is an
IDE in which users write programs using multiple user-defined DSLs. In some
cases it may be possible to represent the same AST using different DSLs (e.g.,
graphical and Java representations of a GUI). As with database view updates,
the IDE translates operations rather than programs.
5.2

Inter-Language Translation

Many people have implemented language translators that translate one language
into another. For example FOR C [3] translates FORTRAN to C, and p2c [12]
translates Pascal to C. While the resulting program is human-readable, there is
no means to keep the files in sync if they are modified. Similarly, many compilers
perform one-way translations to C as part of their compilation process.
5.3

Languages that extend other languages

Many languages have extended C with new features. Cyclone [16], Vault [7],
Ivy [1], C++ [27], Objective C [23] and many others all add useful new features
to the core C language. While existing C code is often valid in these languages,
any use of new features will prevent the program being a valid C program. In
principle it should be possible for us to apply the transformation techniques used
by JT to translate one of these languages to and from C.
Several authors have designed systems that use macros, templates, and naming conventions to embed extra features into C programs. CCured [22] allows a

programmer to annotate their C programs with safety annotations, which are
used by the CCured compiler, but ignored by a C compiler. FC++ [19] is a
template library that makes it easy to express common functional programming
idioms. These languages benefit from the ability to retain full C/C++ compatibility without translation, but are forced to use non-optimal syntax in order to
do so — as with our encoding of Jekyll into C.
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Conclusions

While it would be necessary to perform detailed evaluations with real programming teams to determine conclusively that multi-language synchronization works
in practice, our experience so far has been very positive. Those C programmers
that we have shown JT to have been impressed by its ability to cope with
changes to code updates and have claimed that they would be able to edit C
code generated from JT.
As part of the Ivy project [1], which aims to produce a system’s programming
language to replace C, we intend to apply multi-language synchronization to Ivy
and C, and use it to make modifications to large legacy systems. Ultimately, we
aim to convince external developers to use this system.
JT, the Jekyll Translator, is available on SourceForge at http://sourceforge.
net/projects/jekyllc
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